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Location Previde KM’s to 

Rome 

671 Steps Today 37,971 

Todays walk was going to be all about hills. It will be a harder day’s journey than yesterdays 

for there will long and weary hills to climb as today I must climb over Mount Valoria. At 1166 

meters Mount Valoria is the second highest peak after St Bernard’s pass on the Via 

Francigena. The guidebook promises startling 360-degree views and the difficult climb is 

justified.  

I left Berceto after a fine breakfast and some steely resolve packed in my backpack. To 

supplement my breakfast I was able to feast on blackberries growing wild along the trail. 

After a very arduous walk I reached the top of Mount Valoria, it is not the highest mountain 

in the range just the highest I must walk over. This photo is taken from the trig point, which 

happens to be the border between Tuscany and Emilia. The views were as promised. In Roman 

times there was “a tribe 

of fierce warriors” who 

lived in the valleys around 

Mount Valoria who 

“resisted the Romans 

soldiers vigorously”. They 

were eventually 

overwhelmed and 

150,000 people were 

resettled elsewhere. The 

people had their own 

language which no longer 

is used, however in the 

restaurant tonight the 

owner was speaking in a 

very strong dialect, 

perhaps some remnants remain. 

It was morning tea time by the time I got to the top so I took the opportunity to sit for a 

while and enjoy the views, apparently on some days you can see the sea. This 

is me having a relax and enjoying my apple. You will notice I have my coat on, 

with the wind blowing it was very chilly. 

As I walked off the mountain I passed through patches of wild 

strawberries and raspberries and lots of alpine flowers. When I arrived at 

the Cisa Pass there was a Porte welcoming pilgrims to Tuscany. I knew I was 

in Tuscany because within a few yards the lizards had changed colour from 

the monotone grey to vibrant green and as we know everything is brighter 

and bigger in Tuscany. 

After passing through the Porte I experienced one of the most enjoyable 

walks I have ever done. It was through a forest where there were lots of remnant trees, 

ferns and little gullies with in some instances small waterfalls. The forest floor was covered 

in leaf mould providing a fertile bed for regrowth. The track was soft underfoot but not in 

any way dangerous, truly a lovely walk which will stay in my memory for some time. 

 

 


